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ABSTRACT
Arabic Stemmers and tbeir Effectiveness on tbe 
Information Retrieval System
by
Rania Elkhoury
Dr. Kazem Taghva, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Computer Science 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Arabic is a Semitic language that has a complex morphology. Therefore, using a 
stemmer algorithm in an information retrieval system is almost always beneficial.
An Arabic stemmer has been implemented and included in the information retrieval 
system developed at the Information Science Research Institute at the University o f 
Nevada Las Vegas. The Arabic stemmer is written in the Ruby Language and removes 
affixes then matches the remaining word against patterns of the same length. The 
retrieval experiment uses the TREC collection which consists o f over a m illion 
documents. We w ill test the effectiveness o f the Arabic stemmer using recall/precision 
measurement and compare the result to other stemmers.
in
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Arabic belongs to the Semitic family of languages, which includes Akkadian,
Aramaic, Ethiopie, Hebrew, Phenician, Syriac and Ugaritic [15]. For research purposes, 
we designed a root-based stemmer which attempts to find a root and a light stemmer 
which removes prefixes and suffixes . We evaluated these and another different design to 
Arabic stemming in our information retrieval system.
What Is Stemming
Stemming conflate the numerous semantically related words into the same conflation 
class either by removing affixes like (<J»L ) or extracting roots like ( lJü ») iJ iL  ).
Therefore, the performance o f an information retrieval system w ill be improved i f  related 
words are merged together. In addition, the stemming process w ill reduce the size and 
complexity o f the inverted index since one index term is created for each semantic class.
Prior W ork
Stemmers are language-dependent due to the fact that every language has its own 
morphological features and its large number o f rules. A  wide range o f languages 
including Malay [16], Latin [17], Indonesian [18], Swedish [19],Dutch [20], German 
[21], French [22], Slovene [23], and Turkish [24] have their own stemmers. Evaluation o f 
stemming across languages using test collections has produced mixed results [25]. A
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
study by Popovic and W ille t [26] reported a significant improvement in retrieval 
precision fo r the Slovene language which is more complex than English. Stemming 
appears to improve effectiveness more fo r highly inflected languages[23,28]. Krovetz 
[27] and H ull [5] both reported more favorable results o f the stemming usage, especially 
fo r short queries. However, there is no evidence that a reasonable stemmer w ill hurt 
retrieval performance.
Three different approaches to Arabic stemming have been proposed: A  light 
stemmer which strips prefixes and suffixes [9,13,14 ], a morphological analyzer which 
attempts to find roots [ 8 ] and a co-occurrence based statistical stemmer which creates 
large stem classes by vowel removal and then refines these classes using co-occurrence 
[ 6,7,12]. The firs t two stemmers need a language expert to produce them whereas the last 
technique can be designed without linguistic knowledge.
These stemmers have also been used in Cross-Language Retrieval where queries in 
one language retrieve relevant documents in  other languages[10,11]. In this case, 
stemmers can help also translating words to the required language.
Purpose o f the Study 
We obtained a morphological analyzer from  Sherene Khoja for this research. The 
algorithm showed superiority over previous work in root-based algorithm [29,30 ]. It 
involved very deep syntactic analysis o f an Arabic surface form. It starts to remove 
prefixes, suffixes and infixes o f a given Arabic surface word. It then matches the 
remaining letters against a lis t o f patterns o f the same length to extract the root. Sherene 
reported that the algorithm achieves accuracy up to 96% [ 8 ] .
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This thesis is about a study o f stemming algorithms especially their effect on 
information retrieval. We evaluate the existing Sherene stemmer fo r Arabic and compare 
it w ith a morphological analyzer which we created for this purpose. The Rania stemmer 
is simpler than the Sherene stemmer and is based on the morphological structure o f the 
Arabic language. A  summary o f the morphological structure o f words fo r the Arabic 
language is introduced in Chapter Two. In that chapter, we also include the design and 
implementation o f the Rania stemmers. In Chapter Three, we conduct an experiment to 
compare and evaluate the quality o f the Sherene and the Rania stemmer. In chapter 4 we 
evaluate three different approaches to stemming . In this evaluation, we used the 
traditional precision/recall measure. We also performed some detailed evaluation 
resulting in  more concrete results. Finally, chapter 5 describes the conclusion o f our 
experiments.
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CHAPTER 2
A  ROOT-BASED ALGORITHM FOR THE ARABIC LANGUAGE 
The stemmer we developed here is a morphological analyzer that attempts to find a 
root. First, a brief introduction to the morphological structure o f the Arabic language is 
given, and second we w ill explain the mechanism o f the Sherene stemmer. Last, we 
explain the Rania stemmer which we used as the comparison in  the retrieval evaluation.
Arabic Language Structure 
Arabic is one o f the six o ffic ia l languages o f the United Nations. It is the language o f 
over 300 m illion  people. Unlike Latin based alphabets, Arabic is a Semitic language and 
is written from  right to left.
The formal Arabic language, known as Modem Standard Arabic, is consistent across 
countries. However, the spoken form o f Arabic has different dialects and a Lebanese 
might have difficulties understanding an Iraqi even though they speak the same language.
Words in Arabic have two main categories: nouns and verbs. Prefixes and suffixes are 
added to them to indicate number, gender and tense. More than 50% o f the words are 
derived from  a trilateral root. There are also quadrilateral and pentaliteral roots.
There are 28 consonants in the Arabic alphabet. Three o f them (alef, waw and 
yeh) ' are used also as long vowels. The firs t vowel is “ (alef) and is pronounced like 
“ a”  in sad. The second one is “  j  “ (waw) and is pronounced like “ oo”  in pool and the last
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
vowel is’V  “  and is pronounced like “ ee”  in feel. When a trilateral root contains these 
vowels, the derivational process to find the surface word becomes complicated.
Three short vowels can be added to the letters in a word. They are called diacritics. 
Most Arabic texts are free o f diacritics which make them ambiguous. For example, the 
Word s-ûS which is transliterated as ktb, can be read in two different ways. I f  ktb is read 
as kataba, in this case kataba is a verb and means “ he wrote” . Whereas, i f  ktb is read as 
kutub, it  means books.
When the roots consist o f the three long vowels mentioned above, then the derivation 
o f words doesn’t fo llow  the rule. These roots w ill be called irregular. For example 
ù'̂ (“ lana” ) means he bended which has one o f the short vowels alef as an irregular root. 
Deriving one o f the surface words w ill result in replacing the alef w ith yeh . This w ill 
give us ûAC'yalyno” ) which means "he is bending” .
As mentioned above, most Arabic words are morphologically derived from  a lis t o f 
roots. The root is the bare verb form made up o f three consonants. Letters are added at 
the beginning, middle or end o f the root to derive different patterns o f a root. These 
patterns generate nouns and verbs. For example, creating different words from  the word 
root SrûS (ktb, write) like ^  (katb, w riter), (kitaab, book) and (maktab, office).
The word root s-ûS, which is transliterated as ktb is matched w ith the root pattern fa’ l. 
F corresponds to the firs t letter , a’ corresponds to the second letter and 1 
corresponds to the last letter " J " . The words katb, kitaab, maktab are measured w ith the 
patterns faa’ l, fa’al and mfa’ l respectively. The order o f the root pattern fa’ l doesn’t 
change. Vowels and other patterns are added to it to form  other patterns. For example, the 
pattern mfa’ l has formed the word maktab by adding the letter “ m”  at the beginning o f
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the root word kataba. The root pattern faT and word root ktb are s till in the 
same order.
The most important attributes for nouns and verbs are gender (masculine, feminine, 
neuter) number (singular, dual, plural) and person (first person, second person, third 
person).The follow ing is a lis t o f combinations o f the three different categories o f 
each attribute.
The nominal attributes are:
Masculine Singular First person 
csLIjS Masculine Singular Second person 
ajIjS Masculine Singular Third person 
Masculine Plural First person 
Masculine Plural Second person 
Masculine Plural Third person 
USjüS Masculine Dual Second person 
Masculine Dual Third person 
Feminine Singular First person 
Feminine Singular Second person 
Feminine Singular Third person 
Feminine Plural First person 
liL ijli-  Feminine Plural Second person 
Feminine Plural Third person 
USjuiiji» Feminine Dual First person 
jo« Feminine Dual Third person
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The verbal attributes are:
Masculine Singular Second person 
Masculine Singular Third person 
Masculine Plural Second person 
' Masculine Plural Third person
I Masculine Dual Third person
Feminine Singular Second person 
Feminine Singular Third person 
Feminine Plural Second person 
Feminine Plural Third person 
Feminine Dual Third person 
Neuter Singular First person 
Neuter Plural First person 
LûjxaS Neuter Dual Second person 
In the Arabic language, most connectors, conjunctions and prepositions are connected 
to nouns, unlike English, where they appear as a separate fo rm . Thus, a query that 
contains the Arabic word ) “ school”  w ill not match any o f the words that are 
listed in table 1 :
Table 1: some o f the prefixes o f the noun )
Arabic noun Meaning
Like the school
For the school
In the school
And the school
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An Arabic verb also has four different prefixes that are attached to it  to indicate its 
tense. Removing them w ill help to create the right conflation classes and lead to 
improvement in Arabic information retrieval. Table 2 illustrates the different variations o f 
the verb which means “ study” .
Table 2: different variations o f the verb (g^j^)
Arabic verb Meaning
He studies
We study
I study
She studies
Therefore, removing prefixes and suffixes w ill help in producing the linguistic root o f 
a given Arabic surface form.
The Sherene Stemmer Algorithm  
We obtained a root-based stemmer fo r the Arabic language from Sherene Khoja o f the 
Computer Science Department at Lancaster University which we implemented and used 
in our experiment. The algorithm attempts to find  the root o f a word by removing 
prefixes and suffixes. The resulting stem is then checked against a lis t o f trilateral and 
quadrilateral roots. I f  no root is found, the stemmer matches the remaining letters against 
a lis t o f patterns o f the same length to extract the root.
The algorithm deals w ith irregular roots that contain weak letters (alef, waw and yeh) 
and words that contain hamza. Whenever the algorithm scans a weak letter in  the 
trilateral root, it  removes it. These vowels can appear in any position. For example, i f  a 
weak letter was in the second position, the stemmer w ill check a lis t o f middle weak 
roots.
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I f  the root is found in the list, it  w ill be replaced w ith another weak letter from  that list.
The hamza can appear in three different shapes. The shape depends on its position in 
the word. It could be on an alef, waw or yeh. Whenever the algorithm comes across them, 
it defaults any shape o f the hamza to the hamza on an alef.
Doubled verbs are also irregular roots. For example, the roots “ m il”  and “ fnn”  . The 
derived word o f these roots lose their second duplicate letter (û^ becomes ù® ). The 
algorithm is responsible fo r returning the second duplicate letter back to its root. When in 
the extraction procedure the length o f the word is two, the algorithm w ill check the word 
against a lis t o f two letter roots. I f  the word exists in the list, the duplicate letter is 
returned and the right root is found.
This stemmer w ill give valid roots 96% o f the time. Every root extracted is checked 
against a lis t o f trilateral or quadrilateral roots. That doesn’t mean the extracted root is 
always the right root fo r its correspondent surface word.
The root-based stemmer converts the word (“ lbna’ ” fo r building) to <j4 (“ lbn” to 
make yogurt). Whereas “ Ibn”  is a valid root in the Arabic dictionary, it  is not related to 
the word “ Ibna” ’. This conversion turned out to be an unwise decision. “ Ibna” ’ is 
matched against the pattern “ fa ’laa” ’ which extracts the root “ Ibn” . The step where the 
extracted root is checked against a lis t o f valid roots is harmful due to the fact that “ Ibn”  
is a valid root fo r different surface forms.
A  second error that emerges from  the sherene stemmer is when the surface words 
start w ith the conjunction j  (and). As mentioned earlier “ and”  in Arabic is attached to 
the beginning o f the word. A  large number o f words start w ith the letter j . When the 
algorithm is trying to find the root fo r the word (their arrival), the resulting root
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is instead o f J^ j.T h e  problem is that the letter j  is part o f the root and is not a 
conjunction. But the Sherene stemmer did not recognize that.
The Root-based Algorithm  
There are many factors that make Arabic very d ifficu lt to stem. First, many word 
variants do not have sim ilar semantic interpretations, although they originate from one 
identical root. Despite this disadvantage o f stemming, there is a significant improvement 
in retrieval precision.
There are different approaches for stemming. Either find the stem o f the word without 
trying to extract the root, or identify the root form o f the word.
In this work, we try to extract the root by removing prefixes and suffixes one at a time 
and attempt to extract the root after every prefix and suffix removal. The algorithm, 
every time it  peels away one layer o f prefix or suffix, checks the word against a lis t 
o f patterns before it attempts to strip another affix.
The root-based algorithm adheres to the follow ing steps:
Let W denotes the set o f characters o f the Arabic word.
Let L (i) denote the position o f letter I  in term W.
Let D denote the set o f the Arabic diacritics.
D = {  "  / }
Let P3 denote the set o f length-three prefixes.
P3 = { ‘ JW ‘ Jl J ‘ ü lj }
Let P2 denote the set o f length-two prefixes.
P2  = { J l ‘ J  }
Let SP denote the set o f length-one prefix.
10
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SP = { 4 J  4 ( J ü  4 l _ i  4 l_ J  4 (J I
Let S3 denote the set o f length-three suffixes.
S3 = { 4(jlj 4L*& 4LÛ }
Let 82 denote the set o f length-two suffixes.
S2 = { ‘L  ‘ ' j  tU 4̂ jA 4^  4jjS 4 ^  4jjj 4(jj 4(jl 4Ût 4(jj }
Let SS denote the set o f length-one suffix.
SS = { jd  443 4» 4lil 4(_̂ 4ft I
Let PA-4 denote the set o f length-four pattern.
Let PA-5RO-3 denote the set o f length-five pattern and length-three root. 
Let PA-5RO-4 denote the set o f length-five pattern and length-four root. 
Let PA-6RO-3 denote the set o f length-six pattern and length-three root. 
Let PA-6RO-4 denote the set o f length-six pattern and length-four root. 
Step 1: Remove diacritics D in W.
Step 2: Normalize j  * to I 
Step 3: I f  the length o f W  is >= 6  then,
For a ll variations o f P3 
Match the region o f P3(i) in W 
W  = W -P 3 (i)
ELSIF the length o f W  >= 5 then.
For all variations o f P2 
Match the region o f P2(i) in W 
W  = W -P 2 (i)
Step 4: I f  the length o f W  >= 6  then.
I I
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For all variations o f S3 
Match the region o f S3(i) in W 
W  = W -S 3(i)
ELSIF the length o f W  >= 5 then,
For all variations o f S2 
Match the region o f S2(i) in W  
W  = W -S 2(i)
step 5: I f  the length o f W  >= 4 AND L ( I)  = L(2) = j  then. 
Remove prefix jfro m  L I.
Step 6 : Normalize L (I)  to ' i f  L (I ) = > ‘ i ‘ J 
Step 7: I f  the length o f W  <= 3 then.
Return the stem 
Step 8 : I f  the length o f W  = 4 then, 
process word_4 
ELSIF the length o f W = 5 then, 
process word_5 
ELSIF the length o f W= 6  then, 
process word_ 6  
ELSIF the length o f W  = 7 then, 
process short_suffix 
I f  the length o f W  = 6  then, 
process word_ 6
ELSE
12
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process short_prefix 
I f  the length o f W  = 6  
process word_ 6
Step 9: Return W 
subroutine process word_4: 
for all variations o f PA-4 
i f  (W match pattern in PA-4(i))
W  = extract W 
return W 
ELSE process short_suffix 
I f  the length o f W  = 8  
Process short_prefix 
end subroutine 
subroutine process word_5:
for all variations o f PA-5-RO-3 
i f  (W match pattern in PA-4RO-3(i)) 
W = extract W 
return W  
process short_suffix 
I f  the length o f W  = 8  
Process word_4 
ELSE process short_prefix 
I f  the length o f W = 8
13
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process word_4 
ELSIF the length o f W  = 10
for all variations o f PA-5RO-4 
i f  (W match pattern in PA-5RO-4(i)) 
W  = extract W 
return W
end subroutine 
subroutine process word_6 :
for a ll variations o f PA-6-RO-3 
i f  (W match pattern in PA-5RO-3(i))
W = extract W 
return W 
process short_suffix 
I f  the length o f W  = 10 
process word_5 
ELSE process short_prefix 
I f  the length o f W  = 10 
process word_5 
ELSIF the length o f W  = 12
for all variations o f PA-6RO-4 
i f  (W match pattern in PA-6RO-4(i)) 
W  = extract W 
return W
14
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end subroutine 
subroutine process short_suffix:
For all variations o f SS 
Match the region o f SS(i) in W 
W = W -S S (i) 
subroutine process short_prefix:
For all variations o f SP 
Match the region o f SP(i) in W 
W  = W -SP(i)
Most Arabic surface words are fu lly , partially or entirely free o f diacritics. A 
great number o f children’s books in Arabic include diacritics whereas Arabic text on 
the Web are free o f diacritics. Thus removing them keeps all written Arabic text 
consistent.
Reading an Arabic document free o f diacritics is challenging. We have to rely on our 
knowledge about the language and the context while reading the te x t. The Eight 
diacritics in  the Arabic language are not part o f the Arabic alphabet. They are short 
vowels that are added above or below a consonant that convey a nearly phonetic 
representation o f a world.
In step one, the algorithm removes different forms o f diacritics which is o f great 
importance in normalizing the Arabic writing.
In step two, the different shapes o f a hamza O ‘c5  ) are replaced by one form ( I ) .  
The hamza changes shape depending on the diacritics that precede it. It can be found on 
an a le f, waw or a yeh. For example, in the word JSt (he is eating) the hamza precedes
15
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it  by the short vowel o f the letter alef " " (ah) which writes the hamza on an ' (alef).
Whereas, in the word (it is eaten), the hamza precedes it by the short vowel o f the 
letter waw " ' " (ooh) and is sitting on a j  (waw).
The reason behind this normalization is to conflate the related word to the same 
semantic class. When the algorithm stems the above word, the firs t prefix is removed 
and the remaining stems are different from each other. This step w ill jo in  these two 
words.
In step three, the algorithm attempts to remove the two different sizes o f prefixes (P3 
and P2 lists). The length-three prefixes have priority over the length-two prefixes. The 
algorithm checks firs t i f  the length o f the surface word is greater than five for P3 lis t and 
greater than four fo r P2 list.
In step four, the algorithm strips out the suffixes o f length-three and length-two. I f  it  
fails to match the S3 lis t or the stem word is five characters or less , then the technique 
attempts to locate the 82 suffixes w ith a minimum surface length o f five.
In step five, the algorithm removes the connector j  (waw) i f  it  precedes an arabic 
surface form that starts w ith a letter j  (waw). The stripping o f the firs t waw is a confident 
step since there’s no two consecutive waws at the beginning o f a word unless the firs t one 
is the conjunction waw.
In step six, the algorithm normalizes the ! d d to ' that w ill help to group form that 
belongs together like and . When a hamza occurs at the begining o f a word, it  
can be found in 4 different shapes:
- ' bare alef w ith no hamza under or above the alef
- i alef w ith hamza above.
16
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- ! alef w ith hamza below
- > alef w ith tashida
To reduce ambiguity, we replace the occurrence o f the last three shapes o f the hamza 
w ith the first one(bare alef). The reason behind this conversion is that most Arabic words 
do not contain the hamza or the tashida on the a lif. For example,s^l ( I  w rite) can be 
written also by adding the hamza abovev^Si or below .
In step seven, the algorithm checks the length o f the stem word. I f  it  is less than or 
equal to three, the stem is returned. The shortest Arabic root is based on a number o f 
trilateral roots Reducing the stem to less than three w ill result in invalid and ambiguous 
roots.
In step eight, the algorithm expects the length o f the word, after prefix and suffix 
removal, to be between four and seven letters. In this step, the algorithm performs several 
functions depending on the size o f the word. In the word_4 function, the algorithm 
matches the word against a lis t o f length-four patterns. I f  no match is found, it w ill strip 
either one short suffix or one short prefix keeping the size o f the word greater than three.
The word_ 6  and word_5 functions process the same steps except that the size o f the 
received word in word_ 6  is increased by one. Both o f the functions check patterns firs t 
then remove a short suffix or prefix i f  no pattern is found. I f  the size o f the word has not 
been modified, then the technique checks the word against a lis t o f patterns based on 
length-four roots. I f  any pattern is matched, then the root is extracted. Otherwise, the 
resulting root is returned.
The algorithm does not return a root less than three letters. Reducing the stem to less 
than three letters results in increasing ambiguities and loosing at least one o f the original
17
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letters.
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CHAPTERS
DIRECT ASSESSMENT OF THE STEMMING ALGORITHM
Before stemming is used for retrieval purposes, we want to evaluate the quality o f the 
two stemming algorithms. The Sherene stemmer always retrieves a root that is 
linguistically correct while the Rania stemmer often yields a root which can not be 
considered to be comprehensible. Therefore we need to perform an experiment to 
compare the quality o f those two stemmers.
Error Counting
Arabic languages are not completely regular constructs as are most languages. For 
example, the English language constructs words out o f morphemes which are just 
concatenated one after another, as in un+fail+ing+ly. Whereas the Arabic root ( u c jk *!) 
interdigitates w ith the pattern fa’ l to form  the stem .;various prefixes and suffixes can
then concatenate to the stem, most o f which are ambiguous. Therefore stemmers 
operating on Arabic words make mistakes.
Various methods have been used to assess the quality o f a stemmer [1,2,3]. In 
this document, we evaluate and compare the Sherene stemmer and the Rania stemmer 
using our own experiment, hoping to give some knowledge i f  one is better than the other.
Ideally, a good stemmer w ill stem all words to their true root. But words have many 
morphological variants and designing a stemmer that works perfectly correct is 
impossible, including the ones which always retrieve a comprehensible root. The Sherene
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stemmer is based on a lis t o f roots that the algorithm checks before returning roots and 
avoids producing roots that do not exist like the root-based algorithm. Although 
these roots are effective, a number o f them are not related to their surface word.
The most prim itive method for assessing the performance o f a stemmer is to count the 
number o f errors a stemmer makes in a range o f words. I f  the extracted root matches the 
true root fo r the related surface word, then the number o f mistakes fo r that particular 
stemmer stay the same. But i f  the stemming operation was unsuccessful and the retrieved 
root is not identical w ith the true root, in this case, a point is added to the number o f 
errors a stemmer is making. For example, both o f the stemmers derive the root from 
the surface word . Thus performance is the same fo r both o f them because the true 
root matches the extracted one. In another situation, the Sherene stemmer returns the root 
j j j  for the word » J  j j  that has the true root j J j . This stemmer has made a mistake and a 
point is added against the stemmer. An example where the Rania stemmer operates badly 
is when it returns the root fo r the surface word . However, the true root is .
By counting the errors that occur fo r two randomly selected documents from the 
TREC Collection, we can gain an insight into the operation o f a stemmer and compare 
one with another.
Let ER denote the number o f errors the Rania stemmer is making.
Let ES denote the number o f errors the Sherene stemmer is making.
The number o f words in both o f the documents is approximately one hundred and 
eighty excluding all the proper nouns, strange words and words w ith no roots .
After looking up in the dictionary the exact root o f every word in the two documents 
and counting the number o f errors every stemmer is making by comparing the true root
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with the extracted root, the result o f the test is the follow ing:
ER = 38 mistakes out o f one hundred eighty words 
ES = 42 mistakes out o f one hundred eighty words
Most o f these errors occurred in irregular words. The Sherene stemmer and the Rania 
stemmer have twenty-five errors for the same surface words. Considering the result o f 
this test, we next conduct a detailed analysis on the type o f error that each stemmer is 
returning.
Error Analysis
Both stemmers have five different categories o f errors. Some examples o f these 
errors are shown in Table 3.1.
The firs t error category occurred because o f the d ifficu lty  o f knowing the context o f a 
word. Therefore, it is impossible to judge which form a weak letter l? ' (alef, waw, 
yeh)w ill take. For this reason, whenever the Sherene stemmer comes across a weak letter 
it  defaults and restores the weak letter to the letter j  (waw). This is happening in Sherene 
1 ,2 ,4  and 12. This mechanism causes error since most o f the roots that are extracted 
during the derivational process should be defaulted to a different weak letter.
The second error category occurred because o f the irregular words that exist in the 
Arabic language. The word ^  (yad hand) does not match any o f the patterns from where 
roots are extracted but its root is a three letter word as it appears in the table. In this case, 
the Rania stemmer doesn’t behave correctly since the letter o f the word is less than four 
and it returns the same word. The Sherene stemmer that always retrieve a valid root 
returns a root from a totally different semantic class by adding the letter waw between the
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Table 3.1: Results of both stemmers
Stemmer Words prefixes suffixes stem Actual root
Sherene 1 b
Rania 1
Sherene2 J b jjS jlâ
Rania2 J Sjâ :tâ
Sherene3 l̂aii J
Rania3 J
Sherene4 *jW j b J j j j ' j
Rania4 “jW j b J i j j ' j
ShereneS U#?-
RaniaS :Üçdl J]
Shereneb JjU u j j ‘C j‘ j (Jjj JU
Raniab (JjLnij (j ‘ Cl ‘ j J jj JU
Sherene? c^j\i J j* jü
Rania? CijM Cj Cjâ jU
ShereneS
RaniaS -y Jj
Sherene9 si J J J 6 iCi (zFJJ S ljjj
Rania9 S ijjj ' j j Sijjp
Sherene 10 ^ j i J jj J*j
RanialO A ijj J jj J'J
Sherene 11 J l j J5j
Rania 11 JlSj JSj Jis
Sherene 12 y ij l (JJJ ( i ' j
Ranial2 ÂSljl ^ J ( i ' j
Sherene 13 j j j j J jJ J j
Ranial3 J J J U jJ j J j
two letters. This is certainly unfortunate for information retrieval. Another example o f 
irregular roots is the word which does not have any correct pattern that can match 
its letters. Therefore, both stemmers match the surface word w ith the pattern fa it  and 
derive the root jjj .
The third error category is the stripping mechanism, i.e., the removal o f affixes when 
they are part o f a word, and keeping affixes when they should remove them. The 
seventh, tenth, eleventh and thirteenth word in the table have prefixes and suffixes 
attached to the word that is not part o f a root. But both stemmers find  a pattern that
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matches those words before they attempt to remove them.
The conjunction letter in the word is considered part o f the surface word. Both o f 
the stemmers try to find a pattern that matches the word before it attempts to remove any 
prefixes or suffixes. In this case, the pattern found is Fa’ l that returns the root J s j. 
Unfortunately, Jsj is a valid root in the Arabic language. Therefore, the Sherene stemmer 
does not take any further action and the root is preserved. But in the sherene?and 8  word, 
the first extracted root that is found is not part o f the Arabic root lis t in the Sherene 
stemmer. For that reason, the algorithm returns the original word and attempts to remove 
the suffix that leads to the firs t error category .
In word five, both o f the stemmers remove the longest possible prefixes which is J1. 
However the second <J should not be removed because it  is the firs t letter o f the root .
A fter the stripping, the word is ^  which is three letters in length and no further action is 
taken by the Rania stemmer. Since the retrieved word is not part o f the Sherene roots’ 
list, the algorithm removes the suffix » and adds the letter to the middle o f the word 
because it is a valid root but doesn’t belong to the same semantic group as the surface 
word.
The fourth error category occurred when a surface word is matched against a pattern 
that is not correct before it finds the exact pattern. For the first and second word in  the 
table, the surface word is matched against the pattern fa’ l instead o f f ’ lt. The pattern 
Fa’ l is checked before the pattern f i t .  The algorithm w ill match the alef in word 
and that gives the wrong root. In the sixth word, both o f the stemmers remove the 
prefixes waw and the two ta’ before they matched w ith the pattern fa’ l that gives the 
wrong root J j j , whereas the correct pattern is F ’oul. Even the Sherene stemmer doesn’t
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take any more action because the retrieved root is a valid root. In the twelfth word, the 
pattern afa’ l is processed instead o f the correct pattern af’ l t . The resulting root is not 
valid. In this case, the Sherene stemmer returns the surface word and strips prefixes and 
suffixes that lead to the firs t type o f error.
The last type o f error occurred because o f the irregularity o f the doubled verb root.
In the third word and after removing the definite article the retrieved root fo r the Rania 
stemmer is the three word length ^  . The Sherene algorithm defaults it  to . The root 
^  is a correct root and it means float whereas the related root fo r this surface word is ^  
(to generalize).
When the extracted root is correct fo r one stemmer and wrong fo r the other, we can 
assume that the surface word is a regular word . Those mistakes are derived from the 
different structure o f both algorithms. However, an ideal stemmer is impossible to 
implement. For example, the conjunction letter waw is a very sensitive case in an Arabic 
stemmer. I f  an algorithm decides to keep it, then it w ill work fo r a number o f words that 
have the letter waw as the firs t letter. But errors w ill occur for any word that has the 
conjunction waw attached to it.
In the hope o f finding which stemmer is better, we conducted a detailed analysis o f a 
number o f errors that occurred in either stemmer and figured out in which step o f the 
algorithm the error occurred. We start w ith the Sherene stemmer ( Table 3.2) then we 
move to the Rania stemmer ( Table 3.3).
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Table 3.2 ; Errors in t he Sherene stemmer algorithm
words prefixes suffixes stem actual root
1 Ijjui
2 i-'l u‘ (»‘J' CjI
3 Uâj J 1 lis
4 JjVt J1 JJ Jj'
5 S jljj J 6 j j j j j j
6 A ^ j
7 (JjÜuÜ
The Sherene stemmer converted the word l>“ * (yesterday) to (type o f cow). This 
conversion is a bad decision since the words have a totally different meaning.
In words 2, 3 and 4, the surface word changes its meaning after the stemmer performs 
the root extraction;
•  The word (containers) to (he is thirsty).
•  The word (in response) to ^  (pull).
•  The word JjVI (the first) to JJ (rent fo r one night).
The stemming o f these words w ill hurt the performance o f information retrieval. It is 
an unwise decision fo r a stemmer since the document retrieved w ill be related to the root 
that represents a different semantic class than the surface word.
In the fifth  word, we return to the problem o f the conjunction waw. The algorithm 
removes the letter waw that is the firs t letter o f the root j  j j . However, the retrieved root 
is a valid root but it  is not related to its surface word.
In word 6  and 7, the algorithm fails to remove affixes. The word follows an 
order of suffixes that is different than the suffix lis t in the Sherene stemmer. The word 
contains three suffixes including the two identical letters . In this case, two 
attempts are required to remove them which is not true here( one attempt are made).
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Table 3.3: Errors in the Rania stemmer
Words Prefixes suffixes Stem Actual root
1
2 “J- ‘ J- JJ-
3 1
4 ç?JJi iSjJ
5
6 J Lû
7 6
In word 1 and 2, the algorithm returns the same surface word due to the minimum 
requirement o f a three word length for a word to be stemmed. In word 3, it  removes the 
suffix ' which is part o f the root.
When the Sherene stemmer returns a root that is linguistically incorrect, it  has the 
power to return to the unmodified word and to take a different path. But fo r the Rania 
stemmer, when is stemmed to c? j j , no further action is taken even though the 
retrieved word is not a root. The problem here is that the search for a matched pattern is 
processed before the attempt to remove any suffixes. Unfortunately, the surface word 
L?JJ! is a four letter size w ith the short vowel waw in the third place. It happens that 
there exists the pattern üj*â that meets those requirements and the stripping prefix is 
never processed.
In word 5 and 6 , the pattern lM  and default the third letter o f the root to a yeh 
i f  the last letter o f their surface words is a hamza, which is not true fo r this case. To 
correctly stem some words that are derived from  roots that contain weak letters, 
semantic knowledge is needed.
In the last word, even though waw is a conjunction in this case, the retrieved word 
contains waw as a first letter. The algorithm finds a matched pattern after removing the 
suffix heh and before removing the prefix waw. Even i f  the algorithm changed its rules
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by removing prefixes before suffixes, it  w ill be trapped in different situations. For 
example, removing the conjunction v  before stripping the suffix » in the word , w ill 
result in an incorrect root because the letter m  is part o f the word and not a conjunction.
Errors Related To Information Retrieval
The task o f a stemmer in an information retrieval system is to merge related words 
together. However, stemming is error prone especially in a highly inflected language like 
Arabic. Two different approaches to stemming have emerged; a ligh t stemmer and a root- 
based stemmer.
The light stemmer doesn’t produce linguistic root o f a given Arabic surface form, 
rather it removes the most frequent suffixes and prefixes. It only merges a few o f the 
most highly related words together( Whereas the root-based
algorithm extracts the root o f a given Arabic surface word. It merges a much wider 
variety o f form which increases the chances o f ambiguity and confusion(
). Both o f these stemmers cause categories o f error that occur fo r 
information retrieval purposes:
•  When two words that belong to the same conceptual group are converted to 
different stems, this is counted as an under-stemming error.
•  When two words that belong to different conceptual groups are converted to 
the same stem, this is counted as an over-stemming error.
The performance o f an information retrieval system w ill be improved i f  a stemmer 
conflates a term group into a single term. However, an ideal stemmer is impossible to 
implement due to the problems and barriers encountered when designing a stemmer.
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Many word variants do not have sim ilar semantic interpretation. Although these words 
are different in meaning, they originate from one identical root. Any root-based 
algorithm w ill stem jsL. (he traveled) and j jL .  (type o f fish) to the same conflation class 
jL . (travel). This is counted as an over-conflation category.
Many retrieved proper nouns, either in a light stemmer or a root-based stemmer, 
can increase over-conflation. For example, many Arabic proper nouns have their middle 
name as oi and in the Arabic language the word j?  means the end part o f the fingers. 
Another famous Arabic name is JJj which can be stemmed to (give birth). Both 
stemmers can over-conflate proper names to any semantic class in the language.
Often, what appears to be an a ffix is not an affix. For example, the term » j ' j j  may 
appear to have the conjunction waw in the beginning o f the word, though removing it 
leaves » J  j  which is not its ro o t. So i f  the stem o f an unrelated word is j ' j  the result is 
over-conflation.
Almost every stemmer has minimum stem length rules to prevent under-conflation 
errors. Finding the root o f a two-letter surface word is vulnerable to error .For example, 
the word -y can not be merged w ith its semantic class since its root is J j j .
Adding more rules to increase the performance in one area o f the vocabulary causes 
degradation o f performance elsewhere. It is very important not to give emphasis to cases 
that are not important. For example, cases in which the word starts w ith the prefix J 'j 
since very few o f them d o (J 'j ).Therefore , keeping the stemmer as simple as possible is 
very important.
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CHAPTER 4
STEMMER PERFORMANCE EVALUATIO N FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance o f the two stemmers and a light stemmer 
in the setting o f Information Retrieval. We used a non-stemming system as the baseline 
o f the evaluation. In the firs t section, we explain the environment o f the experiments. 
Results and analysis o f the evaluation are given in the third section. The last section 
identifies the high variance queries.
The Experimental Collections 
Our retrieval experiments w ill use the document collection constructed fo r the TREC 
2001 project. The TREC 2001 collection consists o f 9380 documents which have been 
parsed in order to remove all the html tags. An example o f a document from  that 
collection can be seen in figure 4.1. Two other parts, beside the documents, in the 
Arabic collections are the topics and the relevant judgments. We used 25 topics as 
queries in our experiment that are also divided into three fields: the title  (short ), 
description (medium) and narrative (long). The title  is only a few words long and is the 
closest to user behavior when querying the typical commercial retrieval system. The 
description is one to two phrases long while the narrative are very large and detailed 
(three to four phrases). In  figure 4.2 we show an example o f the three different lengths o f 
a query.
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Figure 4.1: Document example o f a TREC collection
<DOC>
<DOCNO>19941015_AFP_ARB.0001</DOCNO>
<HEADER>
01201 4 51001J
</HEADER>
<BODY>
<HEADLINE>
& H T ; *■ J»JU1 j ^ Ü  (_süL-a
</HEADLINE>
<nTEXT>
AjueaJI ù&t ^jj ÂJlllaĵ )jll 4»J-> irt «jljl Cûîc.| - (çj L_Âl) 01-5 1 Û̂ J
^  .^'yi sj.̂ Luall t, ^  iiAil ^jfuiVI <Ua& (j- ' i. L/itll j x u t
^ X T >
<DOC>
Figure 4.2:Query example
< t o p >
< n u m >  N u m b e r  : A R l  
< t i t l e >
I ^ !_%_! I 4_J_o5Lij'il I ô  1 M j - l  I J  yâJ_*_J I û j j i _ 9
< d e s c >  D e s c r i p t i o n :
(ja_3 J _ j  I J J -O  i j j - i —3 y - L c  4_i_»5Lu>1 I Cl 1 atti) j _ t  I J _ J  I J -»  I— 0
< n a r r >  N a r r a t i v e :
Ô J jjjjU l j l  (jj  i i II ' j ÎI . i 1 I O‘̂ UU.1
' t J  ^  I û  J  I
y j  J -x —! I û j J l-S j  U s  I g ^ j L >  4 _ i_ i_ jJ _ l l  O  1 _ ^  j _ L a _ l  I ) j l
L_) i j ^  H j_j_J LJ.I y o j j _ 5_ll J  û j _ j j _ J i —j j l
< / t o p >
< t o p >
Corpus and queries were converted from utf- 8  to 16-bit Unicode standard 3.2 and 
indexed using our information retrieval system [31] ( a language based model) fo r each 
stemming algorithm. The retrieval-based approaches are: surface, light, Sherene’s root
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based and Rania’s root-based .The firs t approach indexes the collection without any 
stemming. The second approach indexes the collection using light stemming that only 
removes prefixes and suffixes. The third and fourth approaches are to index the collection 
using Sherene’s stemmer and our stemmer respectively as described in Chapter 2. For 
first, second and fourth stemmers, a stop-word elim ination is done after stemming using 
Sherene’s stop-word list. Obviously, a sim ilar approach is used fo r the three different 
type o f queries.
The result o f the three different stemming algorithms w ill be examined and compared 
to a base line which consists o f no stemming at all.
Tests and Results
In order to compare the four different approaches, we need an evaluation measure.
For this reason, we used the traditional precision/recall and the 11-point average 
precision. Precision is the number o f retrieved documents that are relevant divided by the 
total number retrieved, while Recall is the number o f retrieved documents that are 
relevant divided by the total number relevant. For example, i f  fifty  documents are 
retrieved and only th irty five are relevant then the precision is 35 over 50 which is 70%, 
whereas i f  there are seventy relevant documents and th irty five are relevant then the recall 
is 35 over 70 which is 50%. 11-point average precision is the average o f the precision 
for eleven levels o f recall.
Since every stemmer has to be tested on three different sizes o f queries, twelve 
different experiments were conducted. We used a ll the retrieval environments that have 
been described above. In table 4, we provide comparisons measured in 11-point average
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precision o f no-stemming, Sherene, light and Rania. As can be examined from 
table 4 , the three stemmers outperform the no stemming system while the differences 
o f the performance values between the three stemmers are very small and show 
inconsistency. This is a positive effect o f stemming on Arabic information retrieval.
Table 4: 11-point average precisions over all queries fo r the four systems
Short medium long
no-stemming 0.3659 0.2465 0.1461
Sherene 0.4595 0.4149 0.2460
light 0.4631 0.3820 0.2332
Rania 0.4695 0.3958 0.2355
A t this point, it  was not clear to us which stemming algorithm is more reliable. For 
that reason, we conducted a detailed analysis on the short queries fo r it  w ill be far easier 
to identify the important word stems in these queries. However, the important point is 
that the Sherene stemmer, the more elaborate system, might perform no better than the 
Rania, our simple system.
Q . l :  “ ajaÜuiVI o luu jiyJI j  u ia j J I  jjjis  “
Performing Arts and Islamic Institutions in the Arab World 
The Sherene stemmer related the word ‘ u'jJ' ‘ ù jJ  and stemmed them to the root 
(jjs (to do art) while our stemmer failed to relate all the derived words to its derived root 
ù® (art). In this case it suffered from  under-stemming error by converting the word -VJI to 
(fiâ. However is not part o f another stem class. Therefore, it  loses only a small 
benefit. But fo r the light stemmer, it  fails to recognize any o f the derived words since it 
only striped the last suffix which caused the word to be equal to the non-stemmed 
version. This conversion made the performance o f our stemmer and the ligh t stemmer 
both lower than the Sherene stemmer.
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Q.2l J Ln> Jl uj& lt tld jiu il
Arab consumption o f Arab and western Cinema
The Sherene stemmer converted the word (cinema) to (to increase), where 
actually the word cinema is a strange word and should not be converted. This is a very 
weak point in the Sherene stemmer; even i f  the surface word is not matched w ith any 
pattern, the algorithm replaces a weak letter with a random letter i f  the resulting word is a 
valid root in the list. The usage o f this stem pulled out irrelevant documents due to 
over-stemming errors and decreased its performance.
The Rania stemmer and the light stemmer retrieve the stem fo r the word l- b'J l, 
but since the stemmed word does not exist in the Arabic language, this did not hurt 
their performance.
Q.4: û jü jJ ' J
Naive painting and Westerners in the Arab world 
The light stemmer made a wise decision when it  did not relate the word 
(painting) to (officia l). Whereas, the Sherene stemmer and the Rania stemmer
stem f j - j  and to which lead to over-stemming errors. This conversion
turned out to be an unwise decision, due to the fact that both surface words have different 
semantic interpretation even though they are based on an identical root as described in
[2]. Therefore, the performance o f both stemmers is below the ligh t stemmer.
Q.5: jjjjjîïü ll
Traditional craftsmen facing technology
The query asks about while many o f the documents ta lk about . Only
the light stemmer and the Rania stemmer make this connection. Therefore, their
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performance are above the Sherene stemmer.
Q.6: (jjiall J
Major Arab cities and new ways o f advertising
Both the Rania stemmer and the Sherene stemmer relate all the words in the query to 
their roots. Therefore, the performance o f both stemming systems is above the light 
stemmer system. Note that the Rania stemmer and the Sherene algorithm over-stem 
when relating the word (new) to (accident). The usage o f these two stems pull
out irrelevant documents to a very high rank.
Q.7 : jxilll J jÂill
Criticism  and political poetry in the Arab W orld
The Sherene stemmer and the Rania stemmer successfully recognize that the words ^  
jSUU I Âjjîill i jâüJl i jsUl) i jïûjt i are related. They stemmed them to the same stem 
J*j. They also relate the word jc-U  w ith the stem word . The light stemmer did not 
make this connection . Therefore, its performance is lower than the other two systems.
Q.8: J ujjJ' J JdaSl
Arab children and the Arts in primary and high schools
The Sherene stenuner merges the surface word M ( primary ) to the semantic 
Class o f (to start). This resulting stem is a verb and is a very common term in the 
Arabic language and we are only interested in the word primary accompanied by the 
word school. The usage o f this stem leads to over-stemming errors that pull out unrelated 
documents for the query.
The light and the Rania stemmer strip the definite article J  from the word
and conflated w ith the stem M  . This turns out to be a wise decision. We are
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only interested in the word or when it is accompanied by the word
(school). For this reason, all the retrieved documents that include another stem from the 
same semantic class o f are irrelevant. Therefore, this decision made the 
performance o f both stemmers outperform the Sherene stemmer.
Q.9: J ÂjLaajll ia.1 jaJI (jJj CJjaJl Ula-Ja
War victims, plastic surgery and Islam
The Sherene stemmer and the Rania stemmer stem (surgery) to ^  (to hurt). 
Since j?- takes different meaning when conflated to the stem root, this decision 
turned out to be unfortunate for information retrieval. The light stemmer doesn’ t relate 
those two words, therefore its performance is slightly better than the other two systems.
Q .IO : J»-jV I lijJ ill ^  JULVI J U  Jc . p L iill
Polio eradication in the M iddle East
A ll the three systems have the same retrieval performance for this query. The three 
systems relate the word U -jV l (middle) to the verb -U -j and the surface word JU  to the 
verb J U . The light stemmer did not relate the word JlâLi (children) to Jd= (child) but this 
did not hurt its performance.
Q. 11 ; JajjujVt 4 .Ua y ih il tlûLoa.
Measles immunization campaigns in the M iddle East
The Sherene stemmer and the Rania stemmer equate (immunization) to the verb
.whereas, the light stemmer which is unable to remove any infixes can not make this 
connection. Therefore, the light stemmer did not gain any benefit and its performance is 
lower than the other two systems.
Q.12: j - a -  l^ULJI ^
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Bilharzia/Schistosomaisis prevention in Egypt
The Sherene stemmer and the Rania stemmer converted the word to u -j*  (to
mash)where actually the word is a disease name and should not be converted. 
Therefore, the usage o f this stem made their performance lower than the non-stemming 
system.
The light stemmer converted the word U-jW JI to o“j'^  which is not a valid Arabic 
word. Therefore, the performance o f the light system is equal to the non-stemming 
system.
Q.13:
Theater in Egypt
A ll three systems conflate (theater) to c (to perform). Since the root ^  
is not an irregular root and all its derived words are free o f weak letters, the average 
precision compared to the other queries is very high. The Sherene stemmer stems more 
heavily than the other two stemmers and conflates a lot more terms which increase its 
performance.
Q.14: u^jVI J-.VI
Israeli tourism in Jordan
The query refers to Israel w ith definite article while most o f the document talks about 
Israel .Only the Rania stemmer and ligh t stemmers made this match. For this reason, the 
Sherene stemmer suffered twice: first, a lo t o f retrieved documents are irrelevant because 
they talk about tourism in Jordan. Second, the relevant documents that are related to 
Israel are not pulled out.
Q.16: J *-" 1^ ÂjL»a. ( jJ ljî
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Environmental protection laws in Egypt
The Sherene stemmer fails to recognize that the surface word (protection) is 
related to the semantic class o f (to protect). However, it stems it  to the root word ^  
(to get upset) which is a very common word in the Arabic document. In this case, the 
Arabic algorithm pulled out irrelevant documents that are unrelated to the subject o f 
protection. The algorithm also fails to stem the word due to the fact that is not 
derived from any root. Therefore, it can not relate the word w ith ^ . The usage o f 
these two stems made its performance lower than the other two systems.
Both the light and the Rania stemmer made the connection between and But 
the light stemmer fails to recognize that the word is related to . Therefore, it 
loses a small benefit which makes its performance lower than the Rania stemmer.
Q.17: J fl j “ l igJ
Israel's nuclear capability
The Sherene stemmer did not conflate the word w ith cj j j J ' . However, it
related w ith the stem class i j j  (to wine) and with the stem class (to
decide). The algorithm also does not stem the word as i f  there isn’t any stemming
involved. The usage o f these two stems made its performance lower than the other two 
systems.
The Rania stemmer related to l? j j J ' . Since does not have a root, it  w ill 
include those two stems w ith the semantic class l? j j . Therefore, it  loses only a small 
benefit. The ligh t stemmer does not retrieve a root, though it didn’ t have this problem and 
its performance is slightly above the Rania stemmer.
Q.19; jJjSu-Vl
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Alexandrian libraries
The Sherene stemmer did not equate the word ciiUiL» (libraries) to (office) or 
(library). In this case, it  suffered from under-stemming errors by converting the word 
CjLuS- (libraries) to 4̂ .  It also converted the word (a c ity in Egypt) to the root
jJ j^ . The usage o f these two stems made its performance lower than the other two 
systems.
The Rania and the light stemmers relate the word to its only variation stem
. They also recognized that the word is related to the words and . 
The Rania stemmer related the word (author) to . Therefore, its performance is 
slightly lower than the light stemmer.
Tourism in Cairo
The Sherene stemmer related the word (tourism) to (tourist) and (the 
Tourist) and stemed them to the word ^  . The other two stemmers failed to make this
connection. Therefore, the Sherene stemmer outperformed the other two systems.
Q .2 1 :^ l W  ^  4-.U oULiaSI
Significant archaeological finds in the Dead Sea area
The light stemmer failed to relate the word oliLiaSI (finds) to the related words 
(he finded) and (he finds). This is an example where retrieving the root o f a word 
can recognize a special case which is missed by stripping prefixes and suffixes. 
Therefore, its performance is below the other two systems.
Q.22:lPjVt 4il-\ tjjilS  j  ajUUI
Local newspapers and the new press law in Jordan
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The light and the Rania stemmers do not equate (law) to (and 
law). The Sherene stemmer did not make this mistake and thus it outperformed the 
other two systems.
Q.24:LfeJI LgJj J jlJ - (■'
Water resource problems in the N ile Valley
The light and the Rania stemmers fa il to relate o->>Kvalley) w ith
(and valley). Therefore, their performance is lower than the Sherene stemmer. 
The light stemmer also fails to equate (feminine problems) w ith JSLU (masculine
problems). Therefore, its performance is even lower than the Rania stemmer.
Q.25; J 4̂ j j jV l j jJ I
European and American roles in M iddle East peace process 
As in the cases o f Q.25 and Q.22, the ligh t and the Rania stemmers fa il to 
relate the stem word j jJ  (role) w ith (and role). Therefore, their performance is 
lower than the Sherene stemmer. The light stemmer suffers even more due to the failure 
o f stemming the word (peace) to ̂ .
Identifying Important Queries 
In table 4.2, we represent the result o f the 11-point precision for each query fo r the 
three different systems. Looking only at the high variance queries which are the most 
valuable for making general conclusions about the performance o f the different 
experimental methods as described in [5], we recognized that the Sherene stemmer has 
five queries (Q.5,Q.8.Q.14,Q.16,Q.17,Q.19) where its performance is very low 
compared to the system with the highest 11-point average. W hile the ligh t stemmer has
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five (Q.20,Q.21,Q.22,Q.24,Q.25) and the rania stemmer has 2 (Q.20,Q.22). For the rest 
o f the queries, the difference in performance is less than 0.5.
One possible explanation is that the Sherene stemmer has lim its on the root that can 
be retrieved . I f  the root is not found in its list, then the algorithm fails to stem or strip 
any prefix or suffix. For example in Q .I6 , the algorithm returns the word 
(environmental) due to the fact that the word does not have a root. I f  the algorithm 
would have stripped the definite article, then we would have seen changes in its 
performance. The algorithm also stems heavily and retrieves roots that have no relation 
w ith surface words by replacing a weak letter w ith a random letter that is on its list. For 
example, in  Q.17 the algorithm extracted the root V  (to wine) fo r its surface word 
(nuclear).
The light stemmer is suffering from only removing prefixes and suffixes and not 
removing any infixes. For example in Q.24, the query talks about (problems) and
many relevant documents refer to the word JSU-ÎI.
Since many Arabic words start w ith the letter waw, the light and the Rania stemmers 
check the pattern before removing any prefixes or suffixes. But in  Q.20 and Q.22 ,the 
letter waw was a conjunction and both o f the algorithms treated it as part o f the word 
which reduces their performance.
Looking only at the high variance queries was very informative. We have 
recognized that the Rania stemmer may degrade performance slightly fo r a few queries 
in exchange for helping to keep the performance effective for most o f the queries 
(variance low). We have also discovered that there are many examples where stripping 
prefixes and suffixes is not enough for the light stemmer. We have also recognized that
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Table 4.2:11-point average precision for the three different systems
SHERENE
STEMMER
LIG HT RANIA
STEMMER
Q .l 0.37 0.33 0.35
Q.2 0.32 0.36 0.35
Q.3 0.54 0.53 0.53
Q.4 0.31 0.33 0.30
Q.5 0.29 0.42 0.40
Q . 6 0.28 0.24 0.26
Q.7 0.46 0.43 0.47
Q.8 0.41 0.50 0.49
Q.9 0.51 0.53 0.50
Q.IO 0.38 0.38 0.38
Q .ll 0.50 0.48 0.50
Q.12 0.32 0.34 0.30
Q.13 0.57 0.53 0.53
Q.14 0.43 0.49 0.49
Q.15 0.47 0.46 0.46
Q.16 0.39 0.52 0.56
Q.17 0.53 0 . 6 8 0.64
Q.18 0.61 0.58 0.59
Q.29 0.52 0.62 0.60
Q.20 0.53 0.44 0.43
Q.21 0.58 0.53 0.58
Q.22 0.61 0.55 0.56
Q.23 0.44 0.42 0.42
Q.24 0.48 0.40 0.44
Q.25 0.51 0.37 0.47
the Sherene stemmer makes a number o f decisions that are harmful fo r information
retrieval.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
Conclusion
After several evaluations o f the effect o f stemming on retrieval performance, we 
reach a number o f conclusions:
1. the result o f the three different systems indicate that including a stemmer fo r a 
highly inflected language like Arabic shows significant improvement.
2. Even though the difference in performance between stemmers is small, there is 
some advantage for using the Rania stemmer over the other two systems:
•  We have recognized that there are many examples 
(Q.20,Q.2I,Q.22,Q.23,Q.25) where the light stemmer does not produce ideal 
behavior because it can not relate the Arabic words that are semantically 
related to their derived stems whereas the Rania stemmer makes this 
connection.
•  The Rania stemmer is more reliable since the number o f queries where its 
performance is lower, compared to the other systems, is only two.
•  The Sherene stemmer posses two main problems: First, it  is more elaborate 
compared w ith the Rania stemmer which is obviously simple. Second, it  also 
depends on a large lis t o f roots that should be modified every time a new root 
is added to the language. In this situation, a money issue is involved
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Further Research
From the detailed analysis, we recognized that the Rania stemmer is performing low 
compared to the other two systems only in two queries(Q.20,Q.22). In those queries, the 
Rania stemmer produced unexpected results since many words start w ith one letter or 
more that are mistakenly identified as prefixes.
It may be worthwhile to make a distinction in those two queries. Either identifies 
which conflation pairs are used in sim ilar contexts by conducting a corpus-driven 
analysis. One such approach is presented in [6 ], or we could run a precision/recall test for 
each prefix rule and pick the rule that most improved performance.
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